Effect of Time-in-Melt on Filament Merging in Bi-2212 Round Wire
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ABSTRACT

Merged Filaments vs Time-in-Melt

Bi2Sr2CuCa2Ox (Bi-2212) is a high-temperature superconductor
with a unique property allowing it to be manufactured as a round
wire. Sections of wire (8cm) are heated using standard
overpressure heat treatment (OP-HT) and cooled quickly,
causing crystal growth. Increased time-in-melt yields filament
branching which can lead to filament merging as neighboring
filament branches connect. Larger diameter wire with filaments
further apart requires longer time-in-melt for the merging effect.
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Figure 6: Temperature Profile for 8 hours OP-HT.

• Plotting the number of merged filaments counted at different
OP-HT times (1h, 2h, 4h, and 8h) shows that the number of
merged filaments increases as time-in-melt increases. The
rate of increase appears to decrease over time, but whether
the curve flattens requires longer time-in-melt testing.
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Figure 2:Temperature Profile for 8 hours OP-HT.
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ANALYSIS
• A comparison of wire diameters of 0.8mm, 1.0mm, and
1.2mm shows a decrease in merged filaments as wire
diameter increases (separation distance between
filaments increases).

PROCEDURE
Three sizes of Bi-2212 wire (0.8mm, 1.0mm, and 1.2mm
diameters) with 85x18 filaments are heated to 888˚C in an
overpressure furnace and held at that temperature for varying
periods of time: 1 hour, 2 hours, 4 hours, and 8 hours. The
wires are then allowed to cool quickly to room temperature, and
6mm samples are cut to be housed in plastic pucks to analyze
the transverse cross-sections under. The pucks are grinded and
polished to remove scratches so that optical and SEM images
can be taken to count the number of merged filaments.

Figure 5: 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2mm wire cross-sections after 8 hours of OP-HT.

Figure 7: 1.0mm wire after 1 hour OP-HT (left) and 8 hours OP-HT (right)
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